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BOMBARDMENT IN THE MOON-EARTH SYSTEM 4.5-3.8 GA AGO: THE LUNAR 
RECORD OF EARLY QUIET AND LATE CATACLYSM. Graham Ryder, Lunar and Planetary 
Institute, 3303 NASA Road One, Houston, TX 77058. 

Data acquired over the last decade, particularly on lunar samples, 
together with older data and the new paradigm for the Moon's contingent 
origin (following a major impact into the Earth), lead to the conclusion that 
the Moon accreted rapidly and then underwent negligible impacting for 500 Ma. 
It then suffered a short intense bombardment at -3.85 Ga that constitutes a 
cataclysm (a concept argued by [I]). This interpretation contrasts with that 
of a continuing heavy bombardment and no late cataclysm. This now-canonical 
view is based on no hard evidence derived from the Moon, but is the scion of 
models of planetary accretion and philosophies favoring uniform change. 
However, its predictions are not fulfilled by the characteristics of the Moon 
as they are understood from both sample and remote-sensing studies, nor with 
likely lunar accretion . . histories. 

(1) Lunar accretion and subsequent bombardment: Accretion from a disk 
splashed into lunar orbit would not follow a course similar to that from a 
heliocentric swarm that created the Earth. It accreted later when much of the 
swarm had disappeared and terrestrial growth was dominated by large 
planetesimals. Therefore, the Moon accreted much faster than in heliocentric 
swarm models, and later. Following [2] in principle, we can constrain the 
bombardment history: back to 3.8 Ga from crater counts and radiometric ages, 
and we can also be certain that more than 99% of the mass of the Moon existed 
4.45 Ga ago from the presence of the ferroan anorthosites. On Fig. 1 I have 
drawn heavy bombardment curve of [ 2 ] ,  but this accretes 30% of the Moon at 
4.45-4.40 ~ a .  Curves such as A and B, lower accumulation, are more consistent 
with accretion (even 1% accretion adds 6 km to the Moon and deposits 
siderophiles). A curve more like A than B is probably more consistent with 
rapid accumulation of the Moon. These curves suggest low accumulation, hence . 

bombardment, rates in the highlands after 4.45 Ga, incapable of producing a 
megaregolith or influencing igneous processes. However, if bombardment is 
erosive, then the cratering record can be much greater than judged from 
accumulation alone. The evidence for erosion is mainly a few experiments and 
calculations whose assumptions are such that they cannot be considered 
strong, and certainly not conclusive. Since the Earth, Moon, and other 
planets and planetesimals exist, the net effect has been accumulative even 
for small bodies (a stage through which the Earth must have successfully 
passed). Even erosive impacts would add siderophiles, unless the projectile 
is wholly included in the lost material. 

(2) Im~act melts and ancient mare basalts: A heavy bombardment from 
4.5-4.0 Ga would have produced a large number of impact melt rocks. A search 
of literature and inspection of samples shows that there is no evidence of 
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any impact melt rock older than -3.92 Ga. The melts analyzed show a wide 
range of compositions and small but real differences in ages: they must 
represent many different events. The ages of these melts are inconsistent 
with a heavy bombardment model (Fig. 2) (adapted from [3]). The amount of 
impact melt in the highlands (10-20%) is also inconsistent with an early 
heavy bombardment [3]. In contrast with heavy bombardment predictions, the 
amount of impact melt in the highlands is too little, and its ages too young. 
Those who have pointed to old rock ages have used the ages of igneous rocks 
and plagioclase fragments, without apparently seeing that these do not 
necessarily (and probably do not) measure the ages of impacts. 
Photogeological studies show that (for instance) there are pre-Nectarian 
craters in the Apollo 14 region, and their products should have been included 
in the Apollo 14 collection, if local material is included. If they are 
indeed ancient, e.g. 4.3 Ga, then we have somehow avoided dating their impact 
melts; more likely, even these "ancientn rocks are only 3.9 Ga old. 

Those who favor a heavy bombardment have explained the highland rock 
ages as resulting from either domination from one or a few events, such as 
Imbrium, or from isotopic resetting during impacts (stonewall concept). The 
first suggestion is clearly at odds with the variety of compositions and 
range of ages of the samples, if not with geology. The lunar meteorites (at 
least three ejections, from unknown but random sites) also indicate that ages 
of about 3.8-3.9 Ga are Moonwide and are not a KREEP-related artifact; they 
also argue powerfully against the dominati~n of a few events. The second is 
contradicted by the now well-known facts that isotopic resetting in impacts 
requires temperatures at or very close to the liquidus (i.e. little is reset 
apart from impact melts), and that nearly all of the ejecta from an impact is 
launched and deposited cold. Mare volcanic rocks with ages ranging up to 4.3 
Ga have now been found in Apollo 14 samples; if mare basalts survived from 
4.3 Ga to 3.9 Ga without any restting, then the abundant impact melts 
predicted by heavy bombardment models should have survived as well. The mare 
basalts have survived not only isotopic resetting and melting, but even 
comparitively mild effects such as significant dispersal. 

(3) A cataclysm: The highlands rocks show abundant evidence of severe 
impacting and isotopic resetting at -3.85 Ga. These cannot be ascribed to a 
few events (above), but are Moonwide. The basins with reasonably well-defined 
ages (Orientale, Imbrium, Serenitatis, and Nectaris) all formed in a short 
period, at most from 3.8 to 3.92 Ga. The amount of projectile added at that 
time cannot be reasonably extrapolated back in time on a continuing 
accumulation (Fig. 1). They represent a cataclysm. The unusual nature of the 
basin-forming projectile size distribution was noted by [4]. The isotopic 
arguments of [I] in favor of a cataclysm remain valid, if misunderstood, and 
can with the total lunar data be strengthened. Very little pre-Nectarian 
terrain is visible on the Moon (at least the frontside) and most craters are 
post-Nectarian. It appears that a Moonwide range of both small and large 
(including basin) impacts occurred at 3.8-3.9 Ga. This intense activity 
induced endogenic activity from the crust (KREEP basalts). It also produced 
almost all of the visible landforms on the Moon. - -  - - -  .- 
A cause of the cataclvsm?: Meteorites do not show any peak at 3.9 Ga, and the 
lunar spike appears to be very narrow, less than 100 Ma and possibly less 
than 50 Ma. These data indicate that the cataclysm was confined to the Earth- 
Moon system and should not be extrapolated to other planets. My speculation 
is that the Moon did not accrete alone, and that at -3.9 Ga two other Moons 
collided and spattered the Earth and Moon with debris. This cannot easily be , 

demonstrated, but is consistent with the lunar data; it may not be consistent 
with dynamic arguments. 
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